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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The IPEDS Winter Collections opened December 7th For the Student Financial Aid survey, we uploaded and delivered the detail files the next day on December 8th, 8 days earlier than last year’s upload. One of the notable changes in this year's Student Financial Aid survey was a required update by NCES to include degree/certificate-seeking and non-degree/certificate-seeking data items in Parts A and B. This change was made to provide greater transparency and accuracy in the reporting of financial aid award amounts by student category. Following the survey upload, a few institutions reported a discrepancy in the new degree-seeking and non-degree-seeking populations compared to what was previously reported in the Fall Enrollment survey from the previous year. We addressed this issue promptly and were able to resolve it within two weeks. I want to extend my appreciation to the institutions that brought this matter to our attention, as their feedback was instrumental in ensuring the accuracy and reliability of our data reporting.I would like to express my gratitude for the outstanding efforts put forth by all of you in the inclusion of HEERF/GEER/SSARP (or emergency grants) records in this year's Student Financial Aid survey. Your careful attention to detail and diligent efforts in providing RPA with this data well ahead of the survey upload and creation of detail files made this pre-emptive inclusion possible. Thanks to your hard work, there was no longer a need for manual entries of emergency grant records in the IPEDS interface. As an observation, this allowed you to resume your usual business operations, saving valuable time and effort when compared to previous years. I would like to extend a special thanks to Nicholas at Dalton State College for volunteering to beta test this year's approach to collecting and reporting emergency grants data. Your willingness to contribute to the process was greatly appreciated and helped to ensure the success of this important update to our survey. We will resume this improved approach for next year’s reporting. Key (go to next slide)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the past, some of you expressed concerns about difficulties in opening and understanding the various detail files (6) and data fields associated with the Student Financial Aid survey. To help alleviate these issues, in December I provided an Excel file that serves as a "key" for validating  your data. This key contains clear descriptions and definitions for each data field, making it easier to navigate the confusing terminology. I am committed to providing updated keys on an annual basis, which will be sent directly to your inboxes for easy access.



Winter 2022-23 IPEDS Collection

Outcome Measures
Graduation Rates
Graduation Rates 200
Admissions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the remaining of the Winter surveys, Outcome Measures was uploaded to the IPEDS interface and delivered the detail files on December 8th. There were no substantial changes from NCES or RPA, and no global issues reported.Moving on to the Graduation Rates surveys where we also uploaded to the interface and delivered the detail files on December 8th. No global issues reported. New to this year’s Graduation Rates surveys were the availability of reporting Gender Unknown data. I provided you a heads up and some guidance in your inbox.Admissions (go to next slide)



Winter 2022-23 IPEDS Collection
Admissions
 Three new admission considerations have been added.
 The options for how institutions use the admission considerations have changed.
 There is now a "50th percentile (median)" for test scores.
 References to "summer term" have been changed to "summer session“.
 Added information to not report test percentiles when there are less than 5 students.
 FAQ #3 revised to clarify how to report applicants that were considered for 

admission.
 The consideration of 'TOEFL' scores was expanded to ‘English Proficiency Test’ 

scores to cover the range of options available to institutions.
 NCES has added a column for Institutions to report 'Another gender' in 

Applicants/Admissions/Enrollees.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The responsibility of administering the IPEDS Admissions survey is the institution’s responsibility, and this survey has undergone several adjustments this year with the assistance of NCES to improve its effectiveness. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, we won't go through these adjustments in today's presentation, but they’re in this presentation for the record.



Fall Enrollment
Human Resources*
Academic Libraries**
Finance**

* Leslie’s update
** Institutions’ responsibility
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Spring 2022-23 IPEDS Collection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the Fall Enrollment survey,,, we uploaded onto the IPEDS interface and delivered the detail files on February 27th.Thanks to the hard work and dedication of the institutions and IR offices, we were able to meet the Keyholder lock date with ease last Wednesday. We would like to extend our gratitude to all those involved in completing their edits promptly, as this allowed all surveys to be successfully locked by 4pm.Some observations after uploading the Spring surveys:Regarding the Fall Enrollment survey, just like Graduation Rates, the availability of reporting Gender Unknown data is new. I want to mention that this year we excluded auditors; this was to make this survey consistent with the 12-month Enrollment survey’s logic seeing that the Fall Enrollment survey is considered a subset of the 12-month Enrollment survey.As a reminder for next Spring, please be sure to reconcile your IPEDS Admissions survey using the RPA provided IPEDS FTF detail file I provide to each institution in October or November. This will assist your institution with consistency when the IPEDS Fall Enrollment survey needs to match your institution’s Admissions survey later.That said, as a friendly reminder, please know that since last year’s Fall Enrollment survey, we implemented new logic to exclude students without earned hours when we started reporting Distance Education data. So, some of you have noticed that there are differences in headcounts between the Winter Collection’s Admissions survey versus the Spring Collection’s Fall Enrollment survey. Additionally, there may be differences between some of the public facing reports versus the Fall Enrollment survey as well. I delivered this reminder to your inbox on February 28th. Leslie will provide you your IPEDS HR update in a moment.Regarding the IPEDS Finance survey, no updates to provide. As you know, that responsibility falls on the institutions.A reminder for Prior Year IPEDS submission, that after the Coordinator Lock scheduled for April 19th, necessary changes to the Spring IPEDS data can be updated in the Prior Year collections as soon as this December. If that’s the case for you, have your documentation together so to email us when the IPEDS Prior Year collection is open.



 Proposed 2023-24 changes
https://www.regulations.gov/document/ED-2022-SCC-0026-0003

 2023-24 changes will be posted here: 
https://surveys.nces.ed.gov/ipeds/public/changes-to-the-current-year

 RPA will review updates and 
communicate procedural changes
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2023-24 IPEDS Collection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The proposed 23-24 changes are available online at this URL; Once those changes are finalized, you can learn more sometime around IPEDS Registration or early August.

https://www.regulations.gov/document/ED-2022-SCC-0026-0003
https://surveys.nces.ed.gov/ipeds/public/changes-to-the-current-year


12-month Enrollment (Fall)
New Part C – Dual Enrollment 
New Part D – Noncredit Enrollment

 IC Header & Institutional Characteristics
Proposed 2023-24 changes
https://www.regulations.gov/document/ED-2022-SCC-0026-0003
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2023-24 IPEDS Collection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After reviewing the proposed changes for the upcoming year, the substantial changes are in the 12-month Enrollment survey:They propose a new Part C for Dual Enrollment Collection for unduplicated headcounts of high school studentsAlso, a new Part D for the unduplicated headcounts of students exclusively in Noncredit Education. Noncredit activity includes Workforce education, Contract training/Customized training, Developmental education, Recreational/Avocational/Leisure/Personal Enrichment, Adult Basic Education (ABE), Adult High School diploma or equivalent, English as a Second Language (ESL), and Continuing Education/Professional Education. In this year’s IC Header, they already started with the new screening questions.  As well, you should anticipate a few more changes related to Noncredit enrollment for both the IC Header and Institutional Characteristics surveys next year. I will assist you with understanding the implications and impact on these surveys as it happens.So, again, access regulations.gov, shown here, and see Appendix A if you wish to know the proposed details.

https://www.regulations.gov/document/ED-2022-SCC-0026-0003


Manual changes to your IPEDS data
Document and email us

 NCES Post Submission Review Edits
 Net Price Calculator
 Report Requests
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Housekeeping

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Any manual changes to your IPEDS surveys that we support, should always be reported to us. So just document your changes for your records and email me this information along with your justification. Be on the lookout, NCES will start notifying institutions of any Post Submission Review Edits or Data Quality Checks for your Spring Collection surveys soon. As a reminder, they like to contact your Bursar’s Office in June. Please keep me informed when you receive these from the IPEDS Help Desk. We can assist you with your investigation and response – at minimum make us aware because there could be a global issue that impacts more than your institution.Just last week, the Net Price Calculator Help Desk informed me that a new template is expected sometime soon. When that occurs, we will deliver your institution’s Table 2 or Grants & Scholarships data to your MOVEit folder approximately one month later. So, please plan to update your institution’s online calculator as soon as you’re notified by me.Report requests – Please always email. Requests are placed in a queue on a first come first served basis.



HRDM
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/human-resources-word-cloud-260nw-1165788328.jpg



HRDM 2022 Recap
All institutions completed 
eCertification and locked 
data. 

Multiple changes/requests to 
change data after lock date
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A big thank you to all institutions for their work! This is a continually improving process! We did have several institutions making changes after the lock period. This is good in the sense of catching errors and making sure our source data and reports are in sync. However, we need to brainstorm some ways to move these review processes earlier than the lock date. We’ll return to this and welcome feedback a bit later. 



HRDM 2022 Recap
Updated website

 Access from main page, 
under Data Collection and 
Reporting

 Access the updated DED, PS 
to HRDM mapping report, 
current POC list

 Access the specific data 
validations guidance docs
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, we updated the website, as well as the resource documentation, to make some information more clear. The archived documents were reorganized as well to reflect the same categories as the current year, including the presentation shown at the October webinar, the IPEDS HR documentation, the Digest HR documentation, and the changes for that year’s collection. The screenshot here shows the new layout. 	



HRDM 2022 Recap
Updated 

documents, 
particularly 
requires review 
for clarity
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of an update document, where we moved a summary to the top of the document to make it easier to reference	



HRDM 2022 Recap
eCertification

 Intended to confirm data have been fully reviewed by all parties, updated, 
and verified in Cognos

 Parallel to other data collections
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When updates are made in OneUSG, please remember it takes ~2 days to appear in Cognos reports. Please wait to see those changes in Cognos and verify that the corrections are as intended before marking changes as resolved (or completing the ecertification). If you do not have access to Cognos and should, submit a helpdesk ticket 



HRDM - Clarifications

Some great questions came 
up through the collection! 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some great questions came up throughout the collection, and a few areas where we noted some additional clarity was needed. We made notes of these for future updates to documents, and will review here as well



Review reports in Cognos!
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Q1. I fixed the issues in OneUSG, why are you 
still asking me to fix errors? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When updates are made in OneUSG, please remember it takes ~2 days to appear in Cognos reports. Please remember, what you see in OneUSG may not be what is shown in Cognos. The Cognos reports reflect the definitions used in IPEDS reports. Please wait to see those changes in Cognos and verify that the corrections are as intended before marking changes as resolved (or completing the ecertification). 	



Q1. Review Reports in Cognos
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What you see in OneUSG may not match Cognos reports:

1. IPEDS HR reports are based on the HRDM
• See HR DED and PS to HRDM translation document

2. The Cognos reports reflect the definitions used in IPEDS reports. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For many reasons, what you see in the Cognos IPEDS reports is not going to exactly match what you are looking at in OneUSG. First of all, there is a delay!  Data need to be extracted and then the Cognos reports update. Secondly, institutional data from OneUSG is extracted into the HRDM and that may include translations. There has been a long-term project to update the HR DED to make the relationship between OneUSG and the HRDM more transparent. There is an additional document called the PeopleSoft to HRDM Valid Value Mapping Report that spells out the how specific values may be stored in the HRDM and if they are different than OneUSG. Thirdly, IPEDS reports use specific definitions for things like faculty, which may be different than the institution understanding of those terms. 



OneUSG

Translations! See PS 
to HRDM document

HRDM

See HR DED

Cognos 
Reports

IPEDS definitions

Q1. Review Reports in Cognos
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EXTRACT REPORT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	



SOCs are set at the system level.
Institutions control the job code. 
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Q2. Why is this person listed as instructional (25-
1xxx)? How can I change their SOC?

Job 
Code BCAT SOC

First 3 digits BCAT to SOC 
crosswalk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the institutional level, you cannot directly change the SOC. This comes into play mostly with the instructional category group. SOCs are assigned as a result of the assigned job code, because the BCAT is the first 3 digits of the job code, and then the BCAT is assigned to an SOC, which can be viewed on the BCAT to SOC crosswalk posted with our other resource documents. This is something to keep in mind with the assignment of job codes. 	



Q3. Why are you asking me to create a tenure 
record for this person? They are not faculty!

Having a tenure record ≠ faculty
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For IPEDS, Faculty = tenure status of ‘Tenured,’ ‘Not Tenured, on 
Track,’ ‘Not in a Tenure Track Position.’   

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In some cases, you need to create a MFE record, but the person is not considered faculty. In these cases, do not select a tenure status that would indicate faculty status. This primarily comes into play with those employees who are in the instructional SOC category of SOC 25-1000. 	



Q4. What do you mean, the activity 
percentages aren’t in the Cognos reports? 
Activity percentages will not be extracted if there is 
not an MFE record with:

– Tenure status with an effective date less than the 
census date

– Rank with an effective date less than the census date

**If the Cognos report shows blanks for the activity 
percentages in a ‘requires review’ record, one of 
these things is missing (it’s often a date issue)! 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	



Human Resources 
Data Element Dictionary Updates
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We have been working to 
make the Data Element 
Dictionary more useful and 
more user friendly! 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Updates to the data element dictionary have been made throughout the last year. Many of you have been involved in the review of the process. The focus on this project has been to make this a truly useful document to both institution level users who are entering the source data and need to understand how that data is then extracted and stored at the system level, as well as the technical users of the HRDM. 



HR DED: New Intro



HR DED: New Intro



HR DED: Valid Values
—For paired code/description elements, only the code element will 

contain the list of codes and descriptions. 
—For elements with many values that are updated frequently (e.g., Job 

Code), valid values NOT in the HR DED but included in the 
(SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENT) PeopleSoft to HRDM Valid Value Mapping 
Report

https://www.usg.edu/research/assets/research/documents/PeopleSoftToHRDMValidValueMappingReport.xlsx
https://www.usg.edu/research/assets/research/documents/PeopleSoftToHRDMValidValueMappingReport.xlsx


HR DED: Translation
Not all values are the same in OneUsg as in the HRDM. The second part of 
the PeopleSoft to HRDM Valid Value Mapping Report shows the relationship 
between OneUSG and HRDM values

https://www.usg.edu/research/assets/research/documents/PeopleSoftToHRDMValidValueMappingReport.xlsx


Guidance documents: updates to clarify
Adding additional POC validation in the 

fall to capture staffing/role changes   
Help desk tickets for changes to the POC 

list, HRDM listserv, or access to Cognos 
reports
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HRDM 2023 Looking Ahead

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a high-level list of what will transpire for the upcoming year. We will update the HRDM data validations resources on the web for 2023 HRDM IPEDS and Digest Reports data validations, to provide some more clarity in places where we observed some confusion during this collection, for example on how someone is categorized as instructional. To help us help you, please make sure your contacts are updated, you can do this with a help desk ticket. Also, use help desk tickets to request access to Cognos. On November 1st, 2023 HRDM data validations will open for the 2023 collection. Let’s do it all over again. 



Brainstorm Time
Problem: We are running 
down to the wire on the 
HR collection even 
making updates AFTER 
the lock date. 

Question: How can RPA 
help expedite this 
process? 
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Questions? 

Patrick Harris 
Patrick.Harris@usg.edu

Leslie Hodges
Leslie.Hodges@usg.edu
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